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Readings

Obtaining the readings

Please follow the instructions that were e-mailed to you for accessing the readings electronically. One publication is not included in the electronic collection: Hammersley, M, and Atkinson, P. (2007) *Ethnography: Principles in Practice*, 3rd Edition. All but one chapter in this book is on the reading list, and participants should therefore acquire the entire book. (It is available electronically as a Kindle book; you do not need a Kindle device but can download the app for your tablet or desktop).


General background

[140 pages in total]

I. Research design and access

Research design
2. Interviews and participant observation


[130 pages in total]

3. Relationships and risks in the field


[206 pages in total]

4. Language, note-taking and recording


[134 pages in total]

5. Coding and analysing fieldwork data with NVivo


[131 pages in total]

6. Writing and representing fieldwork data


[186 pages in total]